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About This Game

Going Nowhere: The Dream is a 3D, first person, parkour inspired platformer taking place in Loren's dreams, memories and
life. Playing as Loren, you navigate the dreamscape to get Loren's long lost friend Violet back to the real world after she

mysteriously appeared in Loren's town for the first time in years. Discover a deeper meaning to Loren's myserious dreams and
Violet's apparitions.

Features

Gameplay is parkour inspired with many navigational challenges instead of relying on speed and timing. The game is
very speedrun friendly, however.

Play as Loren as she travels between her dreams and the "real world," looking for her long lost friend while trying to
uncover what is truly real.
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Secrets, easter eggs, alternate endings and more. The hidden content in this game is meant to be HARD to find. Glitch
the game, think outside the box, escape the levels, and find things no player has ever found.
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Title: Going Nowhere: The Dream
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Nowhere Town
Publisher:
Nowhere Town
Release Date: 22 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 200 Series

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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it's a very ok game
pretty simple. I got bored of this very quickly. If you're not driving around collecting artifacts, then you're stopping other cars
from collecting artifacts. Plus some other variations of the above two scenarios. I played about an hours worth and I started to
notice the trend of this happening over and over in every mission.

Personally don't see the appeal, but based on the reviews a lot of people seem to enjoy it.. Relaxing, but still challenging. It's so
simple, but still gives entertainment to every player who tries this game. Highly recommend for everyone, who just have some
free time, but no ideas to spend it. Have fun!. I played this game for my YouTube channel 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oweGVem9vpE). However, despite the game's initial good impression, I quickly
discovered a lack of conclusive instructions. I eventually arrived at a section in which I didn't even know what I was supposed to
do. Despite the fun I had playing it, I would not recommend the game.. Couldn't play it more than ten minutes, i loved super
meat boy and beat it on both console/pc and full dark world too. crash bandicoot and darksouls are games i play for breakfast so
this difficulty level isn't the issue, it's the really lackluster gameplay, terrible zoom, off controls, screwy hitboxes, among other
things made me put this game down instantly.

Nothing to keep me here so I can't recommending going out of your way to get it.. Its 2$ not a big of a deal for a character
regardless if u can get it in game. I think it's worth it. I started out today & I saw this DLC. I am enjoying the game and now I
have pain as my master. Worth it.
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Awesome game, Hope soon more maps and missions available!. I bought this mainly because of the beautiful art style, it's pretty
fun and simplistic.
It gets progressively difficult which is great for a game like this and is a good deal for the price it is.
(Plus the soundtrack is so nice). welp, what can you expect from a game in alpha. quot;Red-Handed". Epic Horror Game!!.
Feels quite Larryesque to me, I'm having a lot of fun.
There are some good references to the old games - love the age check, which was easier to pass than in my childhood, when we
needed to try and error us through all the questions so we could play the game. :). Soundtrack is amazing, as are the graphics.

11/10 deadly pathogens. It's pretty good.. Dungeons - The Dark Lord is a 3/4ths top down dungeon digging, operating, micro
managing game with most of the emphasis on micromanaging instead of digging.

On the surface it looks pretty much like the old Dungeon Keeper series of games. However, in the 3 dungeon 2 hour tutorial,
you'll learn its about 'entertaining' heroes that invade your dungeon and then killing them for their soul points or whatever. The
heroes are attracted to certain things. Some want gold, so you need to let them collect gold before you kill them. Others look for
armor and weapons from your forge, invading magicians look for your library. Still other heroes look for combat, to either take
punnishment or dish it out. Thieves will come to disarm traps. It is all about making them happy to enrich their soul. So you can
kill them, have your imps... I mean goblins take them to a prison where they can die. You can also torture them for bonus soul
points!

With soul points you can buy things to make your dungeon more prestiegous to bait heroes in certain directions. The more
prestiege you have, the wider your reach. The wider reach helps cut into rival dungeon keeper territory in multi player. You can
also use soul points to level up your character's skills and magic, but really, you're pretty overpowered even if you do not
upgrade anything.

Like Dungeon Keeper, you have a dungeon heart. If it dies, you lose the game. This will happen in multi-player, but not the solo
campaign. Everything is like Dungeon Keeper, but without charm and it all seems like so much work. Keep a hero happy then
kill him. That's a new level of micro management I don't care to get into. Plus the voice acting is terrible to bad if not annoying
'A hero is about to leave your dungeon with a smile on his face,' says an imp... I mean goblin in a dreadful voice.

The first dungeon of the tutorial just lets you guide your character through combat and its an easy 20 minutes. Very misleading
as to what the game is. The game doesn't really show you what its about until 30 minutes into the tutorial and then its actually
interesting. You put things into empty rooms instead of building rooms like Dungeon Keeper. A forge becomes a forge, because
you put forge equipment in there, not because you insta-make it with a forge room like Dungeon Keeper. Again, its micro
management to a higher level. Everything you put in a room has a use, such as quality, efficiency and speed. The heroes will
keep coming, they don't stop so like a factory your goblins need to be quick and churn things out before a hero comes looking
for a book, but because the last hero took a book, there are no more books, so that hero wanders through your dungeon,
wondering where are the books? And there are no soul points when your creatures kill him.

So its all for soul points. Who cares? Get more soul points to get more stuff? Its good for competitive multi-player, but that's not
how I want to spend my time. While this game looks like Dungeon Keeper, and plays totally different, I'd much rather play
Dungeon Keeper 2 with all of its charm and great voice acting. A lot of the ideas and mechanics in Dungeons: The Dark Lord
are good, but its just too much micromanagement for me.

I'd rather dig, explore and send waves of minions invading after heroes.. Very good software, the map editor is awesome , the
assets... Everything!, SGB its a little bit like RPG Maker but better (for me), the developers said there will be an update soon, so
do not despair! :D !.
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